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ABSTRACT

Everyone really capable speak however only some who can concoct words into beautiful language and can interesting public for hear it. So, by simple public speaking means ability speak with do the language " game " in front audience. Public speaking or speak in front general no Becomes something rare in the era Up moment this. All individual sued skilled speak in front of general for convey the goal. In study communication, public speaking skills become part from communication effective that is convey message to audience with the right and interesting way attention. Moment In this case, public speaking is one of the ability absolutely necessary in the global era. Hal the triggered by the demands of the times and existing technology now this is forcing individual for can compete increase quality self. Place importance public speaking skills miss from the definition of public speaking alone. In the 'Empowerment activity to the Community' (PKM) which involves writer, public speaking training took the place at SMK I PGRI BALARAJA, TANGERANG Reason targeting students student at school the is none other than for equip students knowledge related Skills do public speaking. The majority student class X and XI not yet completely believe self when showing herself to public. Therefore with method lectures and exercises (practice), students challenged brave to front and present his opinion.
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INTRODUCTION

Public speaking is understood as technique delivery order ahead public, personally science public speaking is part from knowledge communication, thing this is because communication is an interaction process for relate from one party to party another. (Girsang, 2018). Like known, public speaking is understood as technique delivery order ahead public. by science, public speaking alone is part from knowledge communication. This thing because communication is an interaction process for relate from one party to party other. If you look at from track history, then the beginning of the communication process takes place very simply, that is started from a number of abstract ideas/thoughts in brain somebody for looking for data/submit information, then packed Becomes a message. Message the then could be delivered good by direct nor no straight away, (Lies, 2018).

With communicate in front of audience many are known as public speaking. Moment In this case, public speaking is one of the ability absolutely necessary in the global era. Hal the triggered by the demands of the times and existing technology now this is forcing individual for can compete increase quality self. Place importance public speaking skills miss from the definition of public speaking alone. by
etymologically, public speaking consists of on “public” which means to who our will speak; while “speaking” means how method convey her” (Usman, 2019).

RESULT

PKM activities combine technique lecture (gift material) as well as practice straight away. For 60 minutes early, student/i equipped about how method stand up, use gesture, control vowels, as well as look in public speaking as well shown example through picture or photos that are displayed on the infocus/projector.

Activity devotion to Public this is done in one day with method delivery Theory with presentation and practice straight away. activity this is done as form motivation or motivator to high school children, so that later accustomed and brave appear in public.

Figure 1. Opening Event
Image above explained, the opening of the PKM event led by Mr. Ahmad Abdullah Spd, as part curriculum and continued by mother head school Tri Utami ’s mother Spd, gave a welcome speech before the event starts.
Figure 2. Opening and introduction self  
Image above explain writer To do opening ceremony, greeting, introducing self, introduce institution and title the material to be conveyed, no forget saying accept love to Sri Utami 's mother Spd as head school and Mr. Ahmad Abdullah as field curriculum, which has welcome I for give a speech as well as introduction self.

Figure 3. explain how method charging Becomes correspondence, pretest and posttest  
Image above explain, before to discussion material, author explain how method charging sheet correspondence, and how fill in pretest and posttest sheets. 
Figure 4. supervision in charging correspondent  
Image above explain writer currently supervise student in charging sheet correspondence and carry out the pretest.
Figure 5. Giving session material by author
Image above explain about delivery Theory *public speaking* to student PGRI BALARAJA Vocational High School students, that student agreed for accept Theory from author and ready for practice its good in the environment school and outside environment school.

Figure 6. Role play and session ask Answers guided by the author
Image above explain writers and students doing practice in front friend friend her, practice attitude body boy and girl in do public speaking and how to do opening until closing event finished.
Figure 7. Closing of events and greetings accept love
Image above explain, after finished the socialization event, together with Mr. Antonius Rino Vanchapo S.Kep, MM.Kes, as Chancellor and lecturer mentor say accept love to mother head schools that have allow writer doing activity Devotion to the community at SMK 1 PGRI BALARAJA, at do it online.

Figure 8. Giving gifts
Image above explain gift gift received by mother head school.
DISCUSSION

Activities at SMK PGRI I BALARAJA TANGERANG will be held on April 12, 2022. Starting at 09.00 WIB, participants has gathered in the hall on the 2nd floor. The participants were 50 students (from BDP, OTKP, AKL, MM classes) follow activity with orderly accompanied a teacher. Activity prime started from introduction self then exposure material by the author. During not enough more than 20 minutes, material be delivered by straightforward with style simple language to be able absorbed quickly by students. Slide by slide delivered interspersed with questions for students could understand content. For that, author complete the slide with attractive appearance, full pictures and colors. Use of words/ sentences reduced so that the author no only stuck to front but capable build connection with student through eye contact.

THANK-YOU NOTE

With say gratitude thank god, and saying gratitude praise to Allah SWT gratitude I say on His grace and gift that gives enjoyment healthy as well as opportunity to writer, so the socialization event as well as report writing this has finished.

Writing that carries the theme of “public speaking” in activity devotion to society on the day Tuesday April 12, 2022 at SMK PGRI I BALARAJA, report this is arranged for Fulfill Duty eye studying communication nursing at Stikes Fatir husada.

In complete writing this many obstacles faced writer will but Thank God can be solved blessing guidance and support from various party so that writing this can be solved as existence.

On occasion this writer convey saying accept love to:

1. Mr. Antonius Rino Vanchapo S.Kep, M.Mkes,Cd,Dr,as lecturer mentor in the service event to Public with the theme of “Public Speaking” which has been give many guidance and advice to writer since beginning until resolved Duty writing this.

2. head mother SMK PGRI I BALARAJA, Mrs. Sri Utami, Spd, who has give and spend time for give a speech opening material with the theme of Public speaking, which will be conveyed by Neng Yulianti.
3. Mr. Ahmad Abdullah, Spd as stap curriculum at SMK PGRI BALARAJA, which has help I from beginning I come to school until preparation socialization until the event is over.
4. Students/i SMK PGRI 1 BALARAJA who have follow Street his socialization I am “Public Speaking” from beginning until end with proactive and with orderly.
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